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[4:57 am. Sunday, Some time in October. London, 2020]



The city was still asleep. A lonesome, tiny figure was walking 
through the perfectly designed grey buildings - perfect 
down to every single millimetre and edge. They were like 
Lifeless giants that were firmly planted in between the fog.



The buildings turn pale blue when the daylight comes 
and fills this place with clouds as the daily routine 
bulks these buildings with workers. The workers 
make this city - They feed this city & They consume it.



As she made her way to the London Bridge station, First
rays of sunshine began to illuminate empty faces of people 
on billboards - smiling, Selling. So that they could afford 
whatever it was on other billboards that they had desired 
to consume instead.



Train intervals are never long in London. 
About two to five minutes. Just enough time 
for you to soak in the advertisements, skim 
through the slogans and have these images
imprinted in your mind.

She always wondered why these recorded human voices 
still souned so robotic. Maybe it felt that way because she 
had heard them repeat the same phrases countless times a day.

THE NEXT TRAIN TO
STRATFORD WILL ARRIVE

IN TWO MINUTES

She never pays attention.



As she waited for the train, she saw a mouse rummaging around 
in between the tracks. A mouse eats about 15-20 times a day.
Therefore they usually build their homes close to food 
sources, tending to only travel up to 8 meters from their 
burrows to find food.  



It is the
centre of our
very reality

An average person in this city will consume information 
way more than that during their typical day. Most of 
this information in theory shouldn’t have any relevance 
to their existence. And yet…

The tube always has this vibe about it - busy, hectic
hamster-in-a-cage sort of vibe. Normally around this time 
there are some people coming back from nights out
and you get to hear their silly conversations, still numbed

by their chosen poison.  Lucky for her the carriage didn’t
have a single soul inside. 



Normally by this time the noise pollution comforts 
London and the workers move from one spot to the other 
- to do tasks they don’t love, to afford things they don’t 
really need. It was a Sunday, the day that most of the 
workers had a “Free” day. Normally filled with more
personal tasks, they made for themselves to feel 
“Free” and in control of their lives...She loved her spot.

A while later…



 ANCHORMAN: Last night,
   Mr. green became the
most recent victim of yet 

another cyber attack - leaking 
his private tax affairs and 

claimed evidence that
Mr. Green has been 

“stealing” his employees’ 
pensions

…we now
go live to 
Mr. Green

Mr. Green what 
can you say in 
response to 
the leaks--

I find this type of attack 

an intrusion of my privacy and 

I have put an injunction on any 

news media willing to publish 

my personal Tax affairs

…we will find 
whoever is 
responsible

{the hell you will!}

{TROY!}
My boy! You have NO 
IDEA who you are 

dealing with

ha… I know
exactly What pETTY 
human being I had 

justdealt with.

ANCHORMAN: Our 
sources reveal 
the hacker goes 
by the name of 

TroyOn9--

TO BE CONTINUED...



the revolution will
be illustrated!
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